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Earth-Viewing L-Band Radiometer Sensing of Sea
Surface Scattered Celestial Sky Radiation—Part I:
General Characteristics
Joseph E. Tenerelli, Nicolas Reul, Alexis A. Mouche, and Bertrand Chapron

Abstract—The “galactic glitter” phenomenon at L-band, i.e., the
scattering of celestial sky radiation by the rough ocean surface,
is examined here as a potential source of error for sea surface
salinity (SSS) remote sensing. We begin by considering the transformations that must be applied to downwelling celestial noise in
order to compute the eventual impact on the antenna temperature.
Then, outside the context of any particular measurement system,
we use approximate scattering models along with a model for the
equilibrium wind wave spectrum to examine how the scattered
signal at the surface might depend on the geophysical conditions
and scattering geometry. It is found that, when the specular point
lies far away from the galactic plane, where the incident celestial
brightness is uniform, sea surface roughness has a negligible
impact on the glitter. At such a point, variations in both the
orientation of the incidence plane and the wind direction relative
to the scattering azimuth have negligible impact. By contrast,
when the specular point lies in the vicinity of a localized maximum
of brightness, scattering by the roughened ocean surface may
reduce the glitter by more than 30%, as compared to a perfectly
flat surface, and the glitter amplitude may vary by up to 0.7 K with
variations in wind direction and by up to 0.5 K with variations
in incidence plane orientation. It is shown that accounting for the
roughness impact on celestial noise contamination is of particular
concern for the remote sensing of SSS.
Index Terms—Radiometry, remote sensing, scattering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
STIMATION of the fraction of downwelling celestial sky
radiation at L-band (1.4 GHz) that is scattered by the
sea surface toward Earth-viewing radiometers is of particular
concern for the remote sensing of sea surface salinity (SSS)
[1]–[3]. At L-band, celestial sky radiation originates from the
uniform cosmic microwave background (CMB, about 2.7 K),
the line emission from hydrogen, and a continuum background
[3], [4]. The intensity of scattered celestial radiation depends
on the source intensity, the surface roughness, the observation geometry, and the antenna characteristics (e.g., the gain
pattern).
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For a perfectly flat surface with a reflectivity of unity,
Le Vine and Abraham [3] reported that the total effective impact
of celestial noise on antenna temperature (i.e., the integral
over the antenna gain pattern of the appropriately normalized
line emission, continuum, and CMB) for a sun-synchronous
orbiting instrument with a full-width at half-maximum on the
order of 10◦ , an orbital inclination of 95◦ , and a 6 A . M ./
6 P. M . equatorial crossing time ranges from about 4 K to more
than 9 K. This impact varies with the orientation of the sensor,
the spacecraft location along the orbit, and the time of year.
Relative to this variation, the expected dynamical range of sea
surface brightness temperature change at L-band due to SSS
variation is small and typically does not exceed 4 K for open
ocean conditions [2]. Therefore, the systematic and significant
variability of sea surface reflected celestial radiation might
hamper accurate SSS retrievals from spaceborne measurements
of upwelling L-band brightness temperatures.
The line emission from hydrogen and the continuum background are spatially inhomogeneous and strongest in the direction of the equatorial plane of the galaxy and at several localized
strong spots (e.g., Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A). Therefore,
forthcoming missions dedicated to SSS remote sensing on sunsynchronous satellite platforms (e.g., European Space Agency
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales Aquarius/SAC-D mission) are
expected to be geographically and seasonally affected.
Le Vine and Abraham [3] introduced a method to produce
an unpolarized map of the equivalent brightness temperature
of radiation at L-band from the CMB, from the hydrogen line
THI , and from the continuum background Tcont , based on recent
radio astronomy surveys [5]–[10]. It was shown in [4] that the
model given in [3] is generally consistent with measurements
made with several modern remote sensing instruments directly
pointing toward the sky, although the data suggest a slight
polarization signature. To correct for reflected celestial noise in
radiometric L-band data acquired during scientific campaigns,
investigators have assumed that the ocean surface is perfectly
flat [11]–[14]. The same assumption was used in [2] and [15] to
provide preliminary estimates of the expected reflected celestial
radiation for the future Aquarius/SAC-D and SMOS missions,
respectively. Over a flat sea surface, the L-band reflectivity
varies from about 50% to 80% for incidence angles below 60◦ .
Considering the available radiometric data collected at L-band
in this incidence angle range over water surfaces [12]–[14],
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[16]–[20], the sensitivity of surface horizontally and vertically
polarized emissivity to surface roughening by the wind is never
observed to exceed 2 × 10−3 /(m/s). The maximum sensitivity
of the reflectivity will be the same, so that, for an increase in
wind speed of 10 m/s, the horizontally and vertically polarized
reflectivities will decrease from the corresponding flat surface
values by less than 2%. Therefore, if celestial noise were
spatially uniform, the impact of sea surface roughness on the
celestial contamination would be negligible in the context of
SSS retrievals. However, celestial noise is not spatially uniform,
and this nonuniformity may have a significant impact on the
wind speed dependence of the scattered noise. In the analysis
of radiometer data obtained during the L-band Ocean Salinity
Airborne Campaign [11], it was found that the impact of celestial noise on the linear channel antenna temperatures ranged
from 90% to 60% of that computed using the Fresnel power
reflection coefficients for wind speeds ranging from 0 to 20 m/s,
respectively.
This effect is a consequence of the angular spreading of the
reflected noise and, to a lesser extent, the reduction of the reflectivity in the presence of roughness. In this paper, we analyze
forward scattering of L-band celestial radiation by the rough
ocean surface using approximate scattering models together
with a spectral model for wind waves in statistical equilibrium.
In the first part of the paper (hereafter referred to as Part I),
we consider the general characteristics of the rough sea surface
scattered L-band celestial noise. In Part II [52], we analyze the
impact of scattered celestial noise on antenna temperature for
the specific case of SMOS, with its characteristic multiangular
sensing, and we characterize the expected annual cycle of the
contamination for that mission.
In order to place the scattering calculations in context and to
reveal key assumptions made in the development, in Section II,
we review the transformations that the celestial sky radiation
undergoes as it propagates from the source to the surface
where it is scattered toward an Earth-viewing radiometer. In
Section III, we review the rough surface and electromagnetic
scattering models employed in the calculations. In Section IV,
we consider the geometry of the problem and develop an
efficient functional representation of the scattered signal. Next,
in Section V, we examine the extent to which the rough sea
surface spreads the scattered celestial noise away from the
specular direction. As our main concern is to analyze the effect
of surface roughness on angular spreading of the celestial noise,
we neglect atmospheric attenuation on the downward path to
the surface, and we assume that the incoming radiation is
unpolarized, so that we may ignore downward Faraday rotation.
Then, having established the basic tendency of the roughened
sea surface to spread the scattered celestial noise over the
specular lobe, in Section VI, we consider in more detail how
this spreading effect depends on radiometer incidence angle,
wind direction, and the orientation of the incidence plane in the
celestial frame. We examine the solutions at a “cold” specular
point far away from the galactic equator and at a “hot” specular
point near the galactic plane, and we find significantly different behavior at these two points. Finally, in Section VII, we
discuss the remaining issues and sources of uncertainty in the
solutions.
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing the reference frames involved in the surface scattering problem along with celestial noise in the background. The sphere in the
upper left corner represents the spherical coordinate system in the instrument
(or antenna) frame, whose associated Cartesian basis vectors are (x̂a , ŷa , ẑa ).
The topocentric, or target, frame centered at the surface target (indicated by the
red oval on Earth) has Cartesian basis vectors denoted by (x̂e , ŷe , ẑe ), and
the associated spherical coordinate system is represented by the light magenta
azimuth and elevation contours. Polarization basis vectors for the celestial,
target, and instrument frames are indicated by blue arrows. Horizontal and
vertical polarization basis vectors in the celestial frame are denoted by ĥc
and v̂c , respectively. Horizontal and vertical polarization basis vectors for
both incident and scattered fields at the target are denoted by ĥe and v̂e ,
respectively, and these are defined using the FSA convention [21]. Horizontal
and vertical polarization basis vectors in the instrument (or antenna) frame are
denoted by êφ and êθ , respectively. Long curved arrows show the path of
the satellite. Heavy magenta arrows show clockwise (looking in the radiation
propagation direction) polarization basis rotations.

II. T RACING THE C ELESTIAL R ADIATION
F ROM S OURCE TO R ECEIVER
In evaluating the impact of celestial sky radiation on polarimetric measurements, the quantities of primary interest are the
elements of the modified Stokes vector





Th (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
Eh (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)Eh∗ (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
∗
 Tv (θ◦ , φ◦ , t) 
 Ev (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)Ev (θ◦ , φ◦ , t) 

 = K

U (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
2Ev (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)Eh∗ (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
∗
V (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
2Ev (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)Eh (θ◦ , φ◦ , t)
where Ep are orthogonal electrical field components at polarization p, t is time, (θ◦ , φ◦ ) specifies the propagation direction, and   denotes an ensemble average. The constant
K = λ2 /(kb η), where λ is the radiation wavelength, kb is
Boltzmann’s constant, and η is the intrinsic impedance of free
space. Here, we use the notation Tp to denote the modified
Stokes vector and Tp to denote a particular component of the
Stokes vector.
In what follows, we describe the transformation from source
to receiver in the general case of polarized celestial sky radiation but also treat the simpler case of an unpolarized source. As
shown in Fig. 1, when celestial radiation propagates from the
source to an Earth-viewing receiver with intermediate scattering at the ocean surface, it undergoes several transformations,
some of which simply involve a change in polarization basis.
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A. From the Source to the Ocean Surface
The first transformation that must be applied to polarized
radiation emitted by a celestial source involves the change of
electric field basis from the celestial basis, with electric field
(Ehc , Evc )T and associated Stokes vector (Thc , Tvc , Uc , Vc )T ,
to the ocean surface target basis, with electric field (Ehe , Eve )T
and associated Stokes vector (The , Tve , Ue , Ve )T . Celestial polarization basis vectors ĥc and v̂c may be defined in terms of
the vector from the Earth’s center pointing toward the celestial
North Pole n̂c and the energy propagation direction k̂. The
polarization basis vectors for the radiation incident at the target
may be defined in terms of the local normal to the horizontal
surface ẑe and the energy propagation direction k̂. Here, we
use the forward scattering alignment (FSA) convention [21], in
which v̂ × ĥ is in the radiation propagation direction for both
the incident and scattered fields. Following [22], the transformation between the celestial and target incident polarization
basis vectors may be expressed as a counterclockwise rotation
of orthogonal electric field components (Eh , Ev )T about the
propagation direction by angle Ψ, and the corresponding Stokes
vector transformation is



Thc
The
 Tvc 
 Tve 
 = MΨ 


Ue
Uc
Ve
Vc


(1)

where


MΨ

2

cos Ψ
 sin2 Ψ
=
sin(2Ψ)
0

2

sin Ψ
cos2 Ψ
− sin(2Ψ)
0



− cos Ψ sin Ψ 0
cos Ψ sin Ψ 0 
 . (2)
cos(2Ψ)
0
0
1

Next, accounting for Faraday rotation across the ionosphere
[23] and attenuation across the atmosphere [24] on the
downward path, the downwelling sky radiation Stokes vector
becomes


 
The
The

 Tve 

 Tve

   = Ad (τ (θ◦ )) Mf (ωf d ) 
Ue
Ue
Ve
Ve


(3)

where Mf (ωf d ) and Ad (τ (θ◦ )) are Faraday rotation and
downward atmospheric attenuation matrices, respectively. The
former is


sin2 ωf d
− cos ωf d sin ωf d
cos2 ωf d
2
cos2 ωf d
cos ωf d sin ωf d
 sin ωf d
Mf (ωf d ) =
cos(2ωf d )
sin(2ωf d ) − sin(2ωf d )
0
0
0


0
0

0
1
(4)

which corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation of
(Ehe , Eve )T by an angle ωf d , which is a function of the total
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electron content as well as the Earth’s magnetic field. Downward atmospheric attenuation matrix Ad (τ (θ◦ )) is given by


τ (θ◦ )
 0
Ad (τ (θ◦ )) = 
0
0

0
τ (θ◦ )
0
0

0
0
τ (θ◦ )
0


0
0 

0
τ (θ◦ )

(5)

where τ (θ◦ ) = e−a sec θ◦ is the one-way slantwise power
transmittance through the atmosphere at angle θ◦ from zenith.
At L-band, the one-way zenith power attenuation a (in nepers)
depends mostly on the oxygen and (to a much lesser extent)
water vapor concentrations of the atmosphere [24].
B. Sea Surface Scattering
Next, the radiation is scattered by the rough ocean surface.
As discussed further in Section III, rough surface scattering
models provide expressions for the scattering amplitudes, from
which normalized scattering cross sections may be analytically
determined in terms of the statistics of the rough sea surface.
gs
gs
, Tve
, Uegs , Vegs )T
The Stokes vector of the scattered field (The
associated with rough surface scattering of the incident field
with Stokes vector (The , Tve , Ue , Ve )T is
  
gs 
The
The
gs


 Tve

 Tve
 gs  = Ms   
Ue
Ue
Vegs
Ve


(6)

where Ms is the Mueller matrix [21], [25]. This equation is
an expression for the scattered brightness temperatures in some
direction (θs , φs ) associated with radiation incident at the target
from a particular direction (θ◦ , φ◦ ) in the upper hemisphere.
The total scattered field Stokes vector in a given direction
(θs , φs ) is obtained by integrating the contributions from all
directions in the upper hemisphere, i.e.,

1
(θ
,
φ
)
=
(Ms Ad Mfd MΨ )Tp dΩ◦ (7)
T̃gs
s
s
p
4π cos θs
Ω◦

where Mfd = Mf (ωfd ), and Ω◦ refers to the entire upper
hemisphere solid angle (dΩ◦ = sin θ◦ dφ◦ dθ◦ ).
When considering the simple case of (assumed) unpolarized
celestial sky radiation with brightness temperature Tp (Ω◦ ) =
Tsky (Ω◦ ), both Mfd and MΨ may be replaced by the 4 × 4
identity matrix I. If, in addition to this approximation, one assumes a simple exponential model for atmospheric attenuation
[24], then the brightness temperature for component p (here, we
consider only horizontal and vertical linear polarizations) of the
scattered celestial noise Stokes vector reduces to

1
(θ
,
φ
)
=
[σpp (θs , φs , Ω◦ )+σpq (θs , φs , Ω◦ )]
T̃gs
s
s
p
4π cos θs
Ω◦

× Tsky (Ω◦ )e−a sec θ◦ (Ω◦ ) dΩ◦

(8)

where σpq (θs , φs , Ω◦ ) are the normalized (dimensionless)
bistatic scattering cross sections of the sea surface, which are
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functions of both the scattered wave direction (θs , φs ) and the
incident wave direction (θ◦ , φ◦ ). The dependence of the cross
sections on the rough surface state parameters, target location
on Earth, and time is implicit.
C. From the Surface to the Radiometer
After surface scattering, the signal is slightly attenuated by
the atmosphere (with one-way slantwise power transmittance
τ (θs ) = e−a sec θs ) on the upward path toward the radiometer, i.e.,
 gs  
  gs 
τ (θs )
The
0
0
0
The
gs
 T gs   0
)
0
0
T
τ
(θ



s
 ve   = 
  ve
gs 
 U gs 
)
0
U
0
0
τ
(θ
s
e
e 
Vegs
0
0
0
τ (θs )
Vegs
 gs 
The
T
 gs 
= Au (θs )  ve
(9)

Uegs
gs
Ve
and, possibly, affected Faraday rotation across the ionosphere.
Faraday rotation leads to a counterclockwise rotation of
gs
gs T
, Eve
) by the angle ωf u , and the corresponding Stokes
(Ehe
vector transformation is
 gs 
 gs 
The
The
 gs 
 T gs 
 ve   = Mf (ωf u )  Tve  
(10)
 U gs 
 U gs 
e 
e 
Vegs
Vegs
where Faraday rotation matrix Mf was previously defined. For
notational simplicity, we let Mf (ωf u ) = Mfu in the following.
Next, the electric field components are transformed from the
target basis (ĥe , v̂e ) to a suitable basis in the antenna frame
(êθ , êφ ). This involves a clockwise (looking toward the antenna
from the target) rotation of the basis vectors about the line
of sight by the Claassen polarization basis rotation angle Ψl
[22]. The resulting Stokes vector is then transformed into the
Ludwig-3 antenna basis [26] by an additional rotation about the
line of sight by the azimuth angle φa in the antenna frame. This
angle is measured clockwise from the x̂a -axis, looking down
the ẑa -axis toward the antenna. Letting Φl = φa − Ψl be the
polarization basis clockwise rotation angle associated with the
combined Claassen and Ludwig-3 transformations, the Stokes


gs
gs
, Tve
, Uegs , Vegs )T is
vector in the Ludwig-3 basis (The



 gs 
gs
The
The
 T gs 
 T gs 
 ve   = Ml  ve  
 U gs 
 U gs 
e 
e 
Vegs
Vegs

(11)

where polarization basis rotation matrix Ml is defined by


cos2 Φl
sin2 Φl
2
cos2 Φl
 sin Φl
Ml = 
sin(2Φl ) − sin(2Φl )
0
0

− cos Φl sin Φl
cos Φl sin Φl
cos(2Φl )
0


0
0
.
0
1

(12)

The final impact of the scattered celestial noise on antenna
temperature may be computed by applying the preceding transformations to the scene brightness temperatures, applying the
antenna gain pattern, and then integrating over the scene.
To recapitulate the preceding results, the brightness temperature at polarization p in direction (θa , φa ) in the antenna frame
associated with scattered celestial noise, after all transformations from the source to the antenna (but prior to weighting by
the antenna gain), is
T̃ap (θa , φa ) = (Mα Au )T̃gs
p =

× (Mα Au )

1
4π cos θs

(Ms Ad Mfd MΨ )Tp dΩ◦

(13)

Ω◦

where we have followed convention (e.g., see [27]) and combined Ml Mfu into one rotation matrix Mα = Ml Mfu . When
weighted by the antenna gain, T̃ap (θa , φa ) yields the contribution to the antenna temperature from the scattered noise
incident at the antenna from direction (θa , φa ); to obtain the
antenna temperature Stokes vector, contributions from all directions must be integrated, and the contribution to the total antenna temperature Stokes vector from scattered celestial
noise is
a

Tp =



1
Ωa

(GMα Au )
4π cos θs

Ωa


(Ms Ad Mfd MΨ )Tp dΩ◦ dΩa
Ω◦

(14)
where Ωa appropriately normalizes antenna gain pattern
matrix G.
Considering again the simple case of unpolarized celestial
radiation with brightness temperature Tsky (Ω◦ ) and assuming a simple exponential model for attenuation on both the
downward and upward paths, the antenna temperature Stokes
component p (where p refers to either horizontal or vertical
linear polarization) due to rough sea scattered celestial radiation
reduces to
a

Tp =

1
Ωa


Ωa

(GMα ) −a sec θs
e
4π cos θs


[σpp (θs , φs , Ω◦ )
Ω◦ (Ωa )

+ σpq (θs , φs , Ω◦ )] e−a sec θ◦ Tsky (Ω◦ )dΩ◦ dΩa . (15)
As formulated, (15) presents some difficulty for practical implementation since the zenith atmospheric attenuation a depends
on the atmospheric state. The impact of this factor is more
significant at very large incidence angles beyond 60◦ , and since
we do not focus on such incidence angles, we simplify the problem and neglect atmospheric attenuation on both the downward
and upward paths. A possible solution for this difficulty may
involve the use of standard atmospheric profiles to evaluate the
zenith atmospheric attenuation within the integration over the
incident celestial noise, but further work is required to evaluate
this strategy.
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III. R OUGH S URFACE S CATTERING
A. Bistatic Scattering Models at L-Band
A key component required for evaluating celestial glitter
contributions at L-band is a formulation for the bistatic scattering cross sections of the rough sea surface. In [28], rough sea
surface scattering of solar radiation at L-band was discussed
in detail. As shown in [28], two approximate solutions to the
rough surface scattering problem may be considered to provide
asymptotic limits within a common framework. These approximate solutions are the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) [29] and
the first-order small-slope approximation (SSA-1) [30].
Application of either the SSA-1 or the KA for scattering from
the slightly rough ocean surface yields the following expression
◦
for
for the dimensionless bistatic scattering cross sections σαα
◦
the scattering of the incoming wave of polarization α◦ into the
outgoing wave of polarization α [31]:
σαα◦ (ks , k◦ ) =

1
π


2
 2qs q◦



B
(k
,
k
)
 qs + q◦ αα◦ s ◦ 
× exp −(qs + q◦ )2 ρ(0) · IK

(16)

where Kirchhoff integral IK is given in Cartesian coordinates by

IK =

exp (qs + q◦ )2 ρ(x) − 1
×exp{−i(ks −k◦ )·x}dx dy

(17)

and where the integration domain extends from −∞ to +∞
in each dimension. Vector x is the horizontal displacement,
and the integral is evaluated over all possible displacements
in the horizontal plane. In (16) and (17), ks and k◦ are the
scattered and incident wave vectors, respectively; qs = ẑe · ks
and q◦ = −ẑe · k◦ are the vertical projections of the scattered
and incident wave vectors, respectively; the kernel functions
Bαα◦ (ks , k◦ ) are functions of both the scattering geometry
and the dielectric constant, and they take different forms in
the SSA-1 and the KA. Explicit expressions for these kernel
functions may be found in [31] and [32]. The dielectric constant
for seawater at L-band is obtained from the Klein and Swift
model [33].
In this paper, the sea surface elevation function is assumed
to be a Gaussian random process, and the correlation function
ρ(x) of the surface elevation is obtained from the Fourier transform of the roughness spectrum. Here, we use the equilibrium
wave spectrum model of Kudryavtsev et al. [34]. Note that the
second-order moment of this spectrum, namely, the integrated
mean square slope (MSS), is constrained to agree with the Cox
and Munk [35] clean (and optionally slick) surface results. This
spectral model primarily depends on the 10-m/s wind speed
u10 , wind direction ϕw , and inverse wave age Ω. Here, we
take the inverse wave age to be 0.83, which corresponds to
a fully developed sea. A change in the wave age will mainly
affect the characteristics of the larger gravity waves around
the spectral peak, and this will mostly impact the scattering
behavior in the vicinity of the specular direction. While the
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choice of sea surface spectrum model used in the calculation
of the scattered celestial noise is an important issue, the chosen
spectrum follows physical principles and has been shown to
provide consistent comparisons with both optical and active
microwave measurements [36], [37].
In [28, Appendix], it is shown that the twofold integration
(17) may be reduced to a 1-D integral using an azimuthal harmonic decomposition of the integrand in polar coordinates. Incorporating the polarization-dependent coefficients multiplied
with the Kirchhoff integral IK into a sum over the Kirchhoff
integral harmonics yields
∞
(2m)
σαα
(ks , k◦ , u10 )
◦

σαα◦ (ks , k◦ , u10 , ϕw ) =
m=0

× cos 2m(Φsi − ϕw )

(18)

(2m)

where σαα◦ are the azimuthal harmonics of the normalized
bistatic scattering cross sections, and Φsi is the azimuth angle
of q = ks − k◦ . We have explicitly included the dependence
of the final scattering cross sections on wind speed u10 and
downwind direction ϕw .
(2m)
Note that the scattering cross section harmonics σαα◦ are
independent of wind direction. Moreover, these harmonics only
depend on the incident and scattered radiation incidence angles,
the wind speed, and the difference between the incident and
scattered radiation azimuth angles. To facilitate efficient scatter(2m)
ing calculations, we precompute the SSA-1 and the KA σαα◦
functions for a set of (θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 ) values.
B. Surface Salinity and Temperature Dependencies
As previously noted, in this paper, we use the Klein and Swift
model [33] to evaluate the scattered celestial noise. According
to dielectric models such as Klein and Swift, for typical ocean
values of sea surface temperature (SST) (0 ◦ C to 38 ◦ C) and
SSS (20–40 psu), the sensitivity of the L-band flat surface
emissivity (and reflectivity) to varying SSS ranges from about
0.5 × 10−3 /psu to 3.5 × 10−3 /psu, and the sensitivity to varying SST ranges from about 0.2 × 10−3 /◦ C to 2 × 10−3 /◦ C (in
absolute value) for both horizontal and vertical polarizations
and all incidence angles between 0◦ and 60◦ . Recent measurements that were performed by Blanch and Aguasca at the
University of Catalonia and reported in [38] and [39] suggest
that, for seawater with an SSS of 37.5 psu, the nadir emission
brightness temperatures may differ from those predicted by the
Klein and Swift model by up to 0.5 K for a wide range of water
temperatures.
Despite the sensitivity of emission brightness temperatures
to SSS, SST, and the dielectric model, the impact of dielectric
constant variations on scattered celestial noise is expected to
be negligible for ocean salinity retrieval. With the exception of
some very localized bright spots in the sky (e.g., Cassiopeia A,
Orion A, Cygnus A, and Taurus A) for which the downwelling
signal can reach extreme values greater than 1000 K [40],
[41], the celestial brightness temperature at L-band varies from
2.75 K to about 10 K [3]. Therefore, the sensitivity of the specularly reflected celestial brightness temperatures to SSS and
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SST might approach 0.035 K/psu and 0.02 K/◦ C, respectively.
These values are representative of a worst case scenario since
the surface reflectivity significantly drops in the presence of
roughness. Likewise, the impact of the dielectric model should
be no more than about 0.02 K. As the focus of this paper is the
angular spreading effect of the surface roughness, the use of any
one of the several available dielectric models at L-band is reasonable. For the results that follow, we evaluated the scattering
cross sections at an SST of 15 ◦ C and an SSS of 35 psu.
IV. R EPRESENTATION OF THE S CATTERED C ELESTIAL
R ADIATION S IGNAL AT THE S URFACE
As previously mentioned, to obtain the total scattered signal
at the surface T̃pgs in a given direction (θs , φs ), we must integrate the brightness temperature contributions from waves incident at the target from all directions over the upper hemisphere.
We simplify the notation and let T̃pgs (θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ) →
Tpgs (θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ), where ϕw = ϕw − φs is the downwind
direction ϕw relative to the radiometer azimuth φs . Since
the distribution of incident celestial radiation over the upper
hemisphere is a function of time and target position on Earth,
the rough surface scattered signal at polarization p, i.e., Tpgs , is
also a function of latitude ϑg , longitude ϕg , and time t, so that
Tpgs

=

Tpgs

(ϑg , ϕg , t, θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ) .

(19)

Although it is natural to express the scattered celestial noise
as a function of target location on Earth, time, wind speed and
direction, and scattering azimuth and incidence angles, this 7-D
representation is both awkward and redundant.
Fortunately, this representation can be simplified. We begin
by defining (αn , δn ) as the right ascension and declination,
respectively, of the unit normal to the horizontal surface at
the target. By introducing these two variables, we can remove the explicit dependence on time and express the scattered celestial noise as a function of six variables: Tpgs →
gs
T p (αn , δn , θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ). However, even in this form, it
is difficult to interpret the effects of variations in scattering
incidence and azimuth angles since these parameters affect both
the scattering cross sections and the specular sky location. The
specular sky location, through its relation to the distribution
of noise over the upper hemisphere, is a significant factor in
determining the magnitude of the scattered signal for any particular scattering geometry at the target. Unfortunately, specular
sky location is not an independent variable in this formulation,
and it is difficult to visualize the relationship between target
location, scattering angles, time, and specular sky location.
To alleviate these problems, we introduce an alternative 6-D
representation in terms of specular right ascension and declination (αs , δs ), scattering incidence angle, an angle representing
the orientation of the incidence plane in the celestial frame,
wind speed, and finally, downwind direction relative to the
scattering azimuth. In order to represent the scattering solution
in terms of these variables, we must find a map between (αs , δs )
and (αn , δn ). This map will necessarily involve θs and φs , so
that we can write the map as
T : (αn , δn , θs , φs ) → (αs , δs , θs , ψuh )

(20)

where θs is the target incidence angle in the specular direction,
and ψuh is the angle between the incidence plane and the plane
containing the celestial polar axis and the specular reflection
vector (shifted to the origin of the celestial sphere). Map T
rotates the unit normal to the target into the specular direction,
and an explicit expression for ψuh is presented in Appendix A.
Using this transformation, we may reexpress the scattered
signal at polarization p, i.e., Tpgs , as follows:
Tpgs (ϑg , ϕg , t, θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ) →
T̃pgs (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 , ϕw ) . (21)
In this form, the dependence of the scattered signal upon specular sky location is completely separated from the dependence
of the signal upon the scattering cross sections. Moreover, this
representation effectively isolates the variables with dominant
impacts on the scattered signal (specular sky location, incidence
angle, and wind speed) from those with relatively small impacts
(orientation angle and relative downwind direction). This functional form is used below to examine the expected variability in
the sky glitter contamination.

V. A NGULAR S PREADING OF C ELESTIAL
N OISE BY S URFACE R OUGHNESS
Although the celestial glitter may be expressed as a function
of six independent parameters, i.e.,
T̃pgs = T̃pgs (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 , ϕw )

(22)

the number of independent variables remains large and makes
it difficult to evaluate the impact of variations of individual parameters on the glitter. However, we expect that the variation of
the glitter with respect to changes in the wind speed, downwind
direction, incidence angle, and orientation angle will be smaller
when the specular direction is located in an area with uniform
celestial brightness than when the specular direction is near a
local maximum in brightness (e.g., the galactic equator). To
examine this notion, we used the model previously described
to compute the scattered celestial radiation at specular points
near and far from the galactic equator.
According to both approximate scattering models, the bistatic scattering cross sections must be integrated over a solid
angle cap of at least ∆θ  40◦ angular width about the specular
direction to account for 90% of the reflectivity at L-band.
Therefore, for “cold” specular points close to the galactic
equator, contamination by neighboring bright sources located
within 40◦ of the specular direction might significantly increase
the intensity of the scattered signal. To examine this possibility,
we evaluated the scattered signal over the celestial sphere at
constant scattering incidence angle θs = 0◦ .
For this analysis, we considered only the zeroth harmonic
of the scattered signal, so that wind direction effects were
neglected. Moreover, we averaged the scattered signal over
all ψuh to remove the effect of variations in the incidence
plane orientation angle. The calculations were performed at
wind speeds of 0 (flat surface), 3, and 10 m/s. For efficiency,
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Fig. 2. Angular spreading of unpolarized celestial noise ((Thgs + Tvgs )/2) in the presence of surface roughness at normal incidence. For the rough surface
calculations, the results were averaged over all possible orientation angles ψuh and include only the zeroth harmonic with respect to wind direction. (a) Flat
surface specularly reflected signal (SST = 15 ◦ C, SSS = 35 psu). (b) Rough surface scattered signal at u10 = 3 m/s. (c) Difference between the scattered noise
at u10 = 3 m/s and the flat surface reflected noise. (d) Difference between the scattered noise at u10 = 10 m/s and that at u10 = 3 m/s. All units are kelvin.

the numerical integrations were performed on a 3.75◦ × 3.75◦
grid rather than on the original 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ grid in celestial
coordinates. In the next section, we will demonstrate that the
use of this reduced-resolution grid has negligible impact on the
results.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the differences between the nadir unpolarized scattered celestial noise
(Thgs + Tvgs )/2 evaluated for a flat surface and for the two
rough surfaces corresponding to wind speeds of 3 and 10 m/s.
The effect of the angular spreading of the scattered signal is evident, particularly in the vicinity of the galactic equator, where
the difference between the flat surface reflected signal and the
scattered signal at 3 m/s reaches nearly 2 K in magnitude, with
a distinct minimum along the equator and maxima on either
side. This illustrates the significant spreading effect of the rough
surface. Moreover, the solutions at 3 and 10 m/s differ by up to
1 K along the equator and by up to 0.15 K within a strip
extending approximately 30◦ on either side of the equator, suggesting that the spreading effect of the rough surface extends the
impact of surface roughness well beyond what we expect if the
roughness merely reduced reflectivity in the specular direction.
VI. P OINTWISE A NALYSIS OF THE
R OUGH S EA S URFACE E FFECT
Although the results discussed in the preceding section
illustrate the basic tendency of the rough surface to spread
the scattered celestial noise about the specular direction, the
analysis only applies to a nadir-viewing radiometer, and we

did not consider the potential impacts of relative downwind
direction ϕw and the incidence plane orientation angle in the
celestial frame. In this section, we address these issues by
examining the scattering solutions at “cold” and “hot” points
in the sky map as a function of radiometer incidence angle,
wind speed, relative downwind direction, and incidence plane
orientation angle.
A. Incidence Angle and Wind Speed Dependence at Hot and
Cold Points
For this analysis, we considered two specular locations in the
sky, as illustrated by two white dots in Fig. 3(a). One point,
which is located at (αs = 200◦ , δs = 60◦ ), is in an area with
relatively low and spatially uniform brightness temperature
(hereafter referred to as the cold point) around 3.3 K whereas
the other, which is located at (αs = 265◦ , δs = −32.5◦ ), is
close to the galactic plane. Here, there is a local brightness
temperature maximum of approximately 15 K on the 0.25◦ ×
0.25◦ grid (hereafter referred to as the hot point). Fig. 3(b)
shows the full-resolution unpolarized celestial noise map in the
vicinity of the hot point.
Having established these specular points, we evaluated
T̃pgs (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 , ϕw ) for varying values of θs and u10
but at a fixed upper hemisphere orientation angle of ψuh = 0◦ .
For efficiency, we did this using a reduced-resolution celestial
noise map, which was derived by averaging the full-resolution
map onto the 3.75◦ × 3.75◦ grid introduced in the previous
section. This averaging was performed in such a way as to
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Fig. 3. (a) Unpolarized celestial noise map in the celestial coordinates. White dots show locations of “hot” and “cold” points where we examine the behavior of
the scattered signal with respect to changes in surface roughness and scattering geometry. (b) Zoom on the region around the “hot” point at (αs = 265◦ , δs =
−32.5◦ ). (c) Same as (b), except the sky map background is plotted using the reduced-resolution map, with a grid spacing of 3.75◦ × 3.75◦ in celestial
coordinates. (d) Scattered celestial noise (Thgs + Tvgs )/2 based on both the (blue) full- and (red) reduced-resolution celestial noise maps. For the scattering
calculations, the relative downwind direction ϕw = ϕw − φs = 0◦ , the orientation angle ψuh = 0◦ , wind speed u10 is 7 m/s, and the incidence angle θs = 0◦ .
Brightness temperatures are expressed in kelvin.

preserve the total power integrated over each coarse grid cell.
As may be seen in Fig. 3(c), the elongated maximum in brightness temperature is significantly smoothed compared with that
in the full-resolution map [Fig. 3(b)].
In order to justify the use of the reduced-resolution map
in the practical implementation of the scattering calculation,
we had to ensure that the error incurred through the use of
this map rather than the full-resolution map is negligible.
To do so, we computed, using both the 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and
3.75◦ × 3.75◦ celestial grids, the scattered celestial noise along
constant-declination cross sections through the hot point using
the Kirchhoff scattering model and the Kudryavtsev et al. [34]
wave spectrum driven by a wind speed of 7 m/s. Fig. 3(d)
shows the nadir unpolarized scattered celestial noise (Thgs +
Tvgs )/2 calculated using both grids. The two curves are nearly
indistinguishable, suggesting that the use of the coarse grid is
acceptable. Therefore, we used the 3.75◦ × 3.75◦ celestial grids
for all scattering calculations that follow.
For both the cold and hot spots, we evaluated the scattered
signal as a function of incidence angle for the flat sea as
well as for seas roughened by the surface wind with speeds
of 3, 8, 13, and 18 m/s. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows horizontally

and vertically polarized celestial glitter at the cold point as
a function of incidence angle from 0◦ to 60◦ . At this point,
where the incoming celestial noise is uniform in the vicinity
of the specular direction, the behavior of the celestial glitter
is expected to be consistent with the behavior of reflectivity.
As the surface becomes rougher, we expect that the emissivity
will increase for both horizontal and vertical polarizations
and that (by Kirchhoff’s law) the reflectivity will decrease, at
least for the incidence angles considered here. Moreover, we
expect that the incidence angle should remain the dominant
parameter determining the reflected signal, so that the glitter
should increase with incidence angle at horizontal polarization and decrease with incidence angle at vertical polarization. According to rough surface emissivity models at L-band
[42], [43], we expect a slight decrease (relative to the flat
surface values) in the scattered signal at all incidence angles
less than about 55◦ .
Indeed, as expected, the horizontally polarized scattered
celestial noise increases with increasing incidence angle
[Fig. 4(a)] and is lower than the flat surface values for incidence
angles beyond about 35◦ . The significant (up to 0.15 K at
60◦ incidence angle) decrease in scattered signal in the 3-m/s
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Fig. 4. (a) Horizontally and (b) vertically polarized scattered celestial noise computed using the Kirchhoff electromagnetic model at the cold specular point
located at (αs = 200◦ , δs = 60◦ ) plotted as a function of scattered wave incidence angle for different wind speeds. (c) and (d) Same as in (a) and (b) but for the
hot specular point located at (αs = 265◦ , δs = −32.5◦ ). The orientation angle ψuh = 0◦ .

wind speed case beyond 50◦ may be numerical in origin since,
at such incidence angles, the narrowness of the scattering
cross sections at low wind speeds becomes problematic at the
grid spacing employed here. Within 35◦ of nadir, the rough
surface solutions slightly exceed the flat surface values, in
contrast to what we expect from rough surface emissivity
models. This result suggests that, even at this cold point,
stronger celestial noise from distant locations in the celestial
sphere may contribute (although weakly) to the total scattered
signal.
At vertical polarization and at all wind speeds the glitter
decreases with increasing incidence angle [Fig. 4(b)]. As in
the case of horizontal polarization at small incidence angles,
the rough surface scattered noise is larger than the flat surface
counterparts except for the 3-m/s case at incidence angles
beyond 55◦ .
For both linear polarizations, the differences between flat
surface reflected noise and rough surface counterparts never
exceed about 10% of the original signal at the cold point, and
they tend to increase with increasing incidence angle. The glitter increases with increasing wind speed but generally remains
within 2% of the flat surface values for incidence angles below
50◦ . Beyond 50◦ , the rough surface solutions deviate from flat
surface signals by up to about 5%.

At the hot point, several differences from the cold point
behavior are worth noting. First, at both linear polarizations
[Fig. 4(c) and (d)], the scattered signals are all lower than
the perfectly flat surface counterparts, and they decrease with
increasing wind speed at all incidence angles and polarizations.
Moreover, the relative differences between flat and rough
surface scattered signals are much larger than those at the cold
point, with differences exceeding 30% of the flat surface signal
at a wind speed of 8 m/s. Differences between rough and flat
surface solutions are nearly independent of polarization and
increase with increasing wind speed, reaching a maximum
difference of nearly 50% of the flat surface signal at 18 m/s.
At horizontal polarization, the absolute differences are nearly
constant with incidence angle, whereas, at vertical polarization,
the absolute differences tend to decrease with increasing
incidence angle.
To summarize, for both linear polarizations, the rough surface scattered celestial noise at the cold and homogeneous point
generally differs from the corresponding flat surface values by
less than 0.05 K, with slightly larger differences at larger wind
speeds and, at vertical polarization, at incidence angles beyond
about 50◦ . At the hot point, differences are much larger, with
a difference of nearly 3.5 K between the 8-m/s and flat surface
values near nadir.
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Fig. 5. Scattered horizontally polarized celestial glitter computed using the
KA and SSA-1 scattering models at the hot specular point (αs = 265◦ ,
δs = −32.5◦ ) plotted as a function of incidence plane orientation angle
ψuh for both (red) low and (blue) high surface wind speeds. The incidence
angle is 40◦ .

B. Impact of Orientation Angle
So far, we have considered the scattered signal variability as
a function of wind speed and incidence angle but at a fixed
upper hemisphere orientation angle ψuh = 0◦ . In this section,
we consider the impact of the orientation angle at fixed wind
speed, incidence angle, and specular sky location.
The orientation angle dependence is a strong function of
incidence angle. At nadir, we expect a small impact of the
orientation angle parameter, owing to both the fact that the
portion of the sky contributing to the scattered signal is not
a function of the orientation angle and the fact that, at nadir,
the scattering cross sections are nearly symmetric about the
specular direction. Scattering calculations (not shown) reveal
almost no impact of the orientation angle at the cold point and
a negligible dependence of less than 0.05 K for the hot point at
nadir, regardless of the type of scattering model, polarization,
or wind speed.
At the hot point, the situation is quite different. Fig. 5
shows the symmetric (i.e., with no wind direction dependence)
scattered horizontally polarized signal at an incidence angle of
40◦ as a function of the orientation angle obtained using both
scattering models at wind speeds of 3 and 15 m/s. The peakto-peak amplitude of the variation is about ten times larger
than that at nadir, with an amplitude on the order of 0.5 K at
3 m/s and 0.3 K at 15 m/s for both electromagnetic models
and linear polarizations (not shown). These results should be
anticipated since, far from nadir, the scattering cross sections
become elongated in the incidence plane, and the dominant
source of variation with ψuh is the variation of the orientation of
this elongated cross section maximum on the celestial sphere.
In order to provide an indication of the variability of the
orientation angle sensitivity over the entire celestial sphere, in
Fig. 6, we display the peak-to-peak amplitude of the variation of
the horizontally polarized scattered celestial noise at two incidence angles. Fig. 6(a) shows that, at nadir and at a wind speed
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of 7 m/s, the amplitude is generally maximum near the galactic
equator and reaches approximately 0.01 K. At an incidence
angle of 20◦ (not shown), the amplitudes are also maximum
near the galactic equator but are nearly an order of magnitude
larger than those at nadir, reaching just over 0.1 K. At an
incidence angle of 40◦ , as shown in Fig. 6(b), the maximum
peak-to-peak amplitude is nearly 0.4 K, and secondary peaks
on either side of the galactic equator are evident. At a wind
speed of 25 m/s (not shown), amplitudes are slightly less than
those at 7 m/s but are still larger at an incidence angle of 40◦
than at 20◦ .
The secondary maxima may be explained as follows. When
the specular point is very near the galactic equator, we expect a maximum scattered signal when the incidence plane is
aligned with the galactic plane and a minimum signal when the
incidence plane is orthogonal to the galactic plane. When the
specular point is located far away from the galactic plane, we
expect the opposite situation, with maximum scattered signal
when the incidence plane is orthogonal to the galactic plane so
that the maxima in the scattering cross sections intersect the
galactic plane. At some intermediate specular point between
these two extremes, we expect that, as the incidence plane
orientation angle varies through 360◦ , the integrated product of
the scattering cross sections and the celestial noise will remain
nearly constant.
Overall, the impact of orientation angle is negligible at low
incidence angles for all specular points including those in the
vicinity of the galactic equator. For incidence angles beyond
about 20◦ , the impact becomes nonnegligible for ocean salinity
retrieval in the vicinity of the galactic plane.
C. Impact of Wind Direction
Sea surface emissivity models at L-band predict a weak but
definite dependence of emission on the angle between the wind
and emission directions [44]. The surface directional spectrum,
as derived from the Fourier transform of the sea surface elevation covariance function, exhibits no odd azimuthal harmonics.
As shown in [42], there is a direct correspondence between
emission and surface azimuthal harmonics; thus, sea surface
emissivities and reflectivities evaluated with such models exhibit only even azimuthal harmonics with respect to relative
wind direction. Moreover, rough surface directional spectra
are typically symmetric about the downwind direction, so that
both the horizontally and vertically polarized emissivities and
reflectivities must be symmetric about the downwind direction
[45]. Downwelling atmospheric radiation and attenuation can
significantly modify these azimuthal signatures, as found (at
microwave frequencies of above 18 GHz) in [46] using a
geometric optics model and in [47] using a two-scale model.
Depending on the specular location in the sky, downwelling
celestial radiation can have a significantly different effect than
downwelling atmospheric radiation.
In Fig. 7(a), we show the predicted amplitudes of the surface emission second azimuthal harmonics at horizontal and
vertical polarizations as a function of wind friction velocity u∗ ,
using the small slope approximation/small perturbation method
(SSA/SPM) emissivity model [42], [43] evaluated at incidence
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Fig. 6. Peak-to-peak amplitudes of the isotropic (i.e., the wind direction is independent) component of the scattered horizontally polarized celestial glitter
evaluated over all orientation angles ψuh using the KA scattering model at a wind speed of 7 m/s and (a) at nadir and (b) at an incidence angle of 40◦ .

Fig. 7. (a) Second-harmonic (cos 2(ϕw − φs )) amplitudes of rough surface emission at (red) horizontal and (blue) vertical polarizations, as obtained from
the SSA/SPM model (solid line) at nadir and (dashed line) at an incidence angle of 40◦ . (b) Second-harmonic amplitude of the horizontally polarized scattered
celestial noise evaluated with the KA model at ψuh = 0◦ and at an incidence angle of 40◦ . Both the emission and scattered celestial noise harmonics are evaluated
at a surface wind speed of 7 m/s, an SST of 15 ◦ C, and an SSS of 35 psu.

angles of 0◦ and 40◦ using the Kudryavtsev et al. [34] spectral
model at an SST of 15 ◦ C and an SSS of 35 psu. As shown, the
dependence on friction velocity and incidence angle is rather
weak, with a nearly constant harmonic amplitude of about
0.5 K (or 1 K peak-to-peak amplitude) in vertical polarization
and −0.5 K in horizontal polarization (i.e., with a phase difference of 180◦ between them).
As detailed in Appendix B and in [44], the azimuthal harmonic expansion of the bistatic scattering cross sections up
through second order [m = 0, 1 in (18)] yields the following
azimuthal harmonic expansion of the total scattered celestial
noise signal at polarization p:
T̃pgs (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 , ϕw ) = Ã(0)
p (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 )
+ Ã(2)
p (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 )
× cos (2ϕw )
+ B̃p(2) (αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 )
× sin (2ϕw ) .

(23)

In contrast to surface emission models, spatial heterogeneity in
(2)
the celestial radiation sources induces a nonzero amplitude B̃p

of the sin(2φw ) component of the scattered celestial noise. In

Fig. 7(b), we show the scattered signal second-harmonic amplitude at ψuh = 0◦ for horizontal polarization computed using
the KA scattering model at an incidence angle of 40◦ and a wind
speed of 7 m/s. The amplitudes reach approximately 0.1–0.2 K,
tend to achieve maxima along the galactic equator, and do not
exhibit a strong dependence on incidence angle or wind speed.
The source of the secondary maxima in the azimuthal harmonic
amplitude on either side of the galactic plane is analogous to
that of the secondary peaks in the orientation angle dependence.
Unlike surface emission, the phase


(2)
−
B̃
p
(24)
Φ(αs , δs , θs , ψuh , u10 ) = tan−1
(2)
Ãp
is a function of specular location in the sky, incidence angle,
wind speed, and incidence plane orientation angle. As found
(not shown), the phase varies by nearly 180◦ as the specular
point shifts across the galactic equator in some portions of the
celestial sphere. Similar patterns are observed over a range of
incidence angles and wind speeds, suggesting that the main
factor determining this phase angle is the specular location in
the sky.
Although incidence angle has little impact on the phase angle
at a fixed specular location, it is important to appreciate that,
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Fig. 8. Horizontally and vertically polarized scattered celestial noise computed using the KA and the SSA-1 scattering models at the hot specular point located at
(αs = 265◦ , δs = −32.5◦ ) plotted as function of relative wind direction ϕw − φs . The incidence angle is 0◦ . The orientation angle ψ is 0◦ , and the radiometer
azimuth angle is 0◦ . (a) H polarization: incidence angle 0◦ . (b) V polarization: incidence angle is 0◦ .

in many cases (such as aircraft-based radiometry), the Earth
target is fixed, and the radiometer azimuth varies at a (roughly)
fixed incidence angle. For incidence angles far away from nadir,
small variations in azimuth can lead to large changes in this
phase angle, owing to changes in the specular location at a fixed
Earth target. This complicates the interpretation of azimuthal
signatures in aircraft radiometer measurements.
In order to compare the impacts of relative wind azimuth
and orientation angle, we computed the scattered noise for the
full range of relative wind directions at the same hot and cold
specular points previously considered. At the cold point, the
impact of the relative wind direction is negligible (i.e., less
than 0.05 K) for both scattering models at all incidence angles,
regardless of wind speed.
At the hot point (see Fig. 8) and with an incidence of 0◦ , the
KA and the SSA-1 solutions are nearly in phase at horizontal
and vertical polarizations. Moreover, both models predict peakto-peak amplitudes of approximately 0.5 K at a wind speed of
3 m/s (0.25 K at 15 m/s), which is about 100 times larger than
that at the cold point. Unlike the emission predictions of the
SSA/SPM emissivity model, there is little difference between
the phases of the solutions for the two linear polarizations.
To understand this, we note that the variation in scattered
signal with relative wind direction has two components: one
involves a variation in the reflectivity (scattering cross sections
integrated over the entire upper hemisphere), and the other
involves a rotation of the nonuniform cross sections about
the specular direction. For both scattering models, the phases
of the relative wind direction reflectivity harmonics differ by
180◦ between horizontal and vertical polarizations. However,
the azimuthal structure of the total (σpp + σpq ) cross sections
about the specular direction is similar for both polarizations,
regardless of the scattering model used. Therefore, for a relatively uniform source, where the first effect dominates, the two
polarizations should be out of phase, whereas, for a strongly
nonuniform source, where the second effect dominates, the two
polarizations should be in phase. In [48], it is demonstrated
that, for a nadir-viewing instrument, the orthogonal brightness
temperature components of ocean surface emission must ex-

hibit a cos 2(ϕw − φr ) wind direction dependence, where φr
is the radiometer viewing azimuth. In the presence of scattered
nonuniform sky radiation, these brightness temperature components must still exhibit this functional dependence at nadir, but
unlike the situation without nonuniform downwelling radiation,
here, a change in the absolute wind direction is not equivalent
to a rotation of the instrument polarization ports.
At an incidence angle of 40◦ at the hot point, amplitudes
and phases are similar to those at nadir, with peak-to-peak
amplitudes near 0.7 K at horizontal polarization and 0.4 K at
vertical polarization for both scattering models for a wind speed
of 3 m/s. At 40◦ , there is a small but noticeable offset between
the KA and the SSA-1 at both polarizations, with the SSA-1
solution consistently lower (larger) than that of the KA for all
wind directions at the H(V) polarization at both 3 and 15 m/s.
Overall, the relative wind direction dependence is similar in
magnitude to the orientation angle dependence, with peak-topeak amplitudes ranging from negligible away from the galactic
plane to about 0.7 K at horizontal polarization at an incidence
angle of 40◦ near the galactic equator. In comparison with the
orientation angle dependence, the wind direction dependence
is more uniform with the incidence angle, which follows from
the fact that the wind direction dependence stems mainly from
anisotropy in the rough surface rather than anisotropy in the
scattering cross sections about the specular point. It is important to note that the wind direction results presented here are
strongly dependent on the azimuthal spreading function of the
surface wave model and that alternative surface wave models
may yield significantly different, and possibly much lower,
amplitudes.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Scattering of incoming celestial radiation by the roughened
ocean surface presents a significant challenge for an operational
ocean surface salinity retrieval algorithm. The preceding results
suggest that the errors associated with assuming that the celestial contribution to antenna temperature may be computed via
flat surface Fresnel reflection coefficients may far exceed an
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acceptable threshold of 0.1 K, even for specular points of up
to 20◦ away from the galactic equator. A particularly important
aspect of the problem is that, by the very nature of celestial
radiation, these errors are likely to introduce consistent regional
and seasonal biases in antenna temperature. Moreover, the
angular spreading effect of the rough surface, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, suggests that the use of a simple wind-speed-dependent
reduction of the flat surface reflectivity is unlikely to satisfactorily reduce these systematic errors in the vicinity of the galactic
equator.
One way to address the problem is to precompute scattered
celestial noise for an appropriate range of surface conditions
and viewing geometries. With this strategy, care must be taken
to express the solution in an efficient manner. In this paper,
we have simplified the problem by neglecting atmospheric
attenuation and Faraday rotation. With these simplifications and
for the chosen surface description [34], the scattered celestial
noise may be expressed as a function of six variables: specular
right ascension and declination, scattering incidence angle,
incidence plane orientation angle ψuh , 10 m wind speed, and
wind direction relative to the scattering azimuth.
Based on the calculations presented here, none of these
variables may be neglected. The calculations suggest that sensitivity of orthogonal channel brightness temperatures to the
orientation angle may reach 0.5 K near the galactic equator for
incidence angles beyond 40◦ . Variations with the relative wind
direction may exceed this and may reach approximately 0.5 K
even for nadir viewing. Moreover, the phases of the relative
wind direction harmonics may strongly depend on specular
location in the sky.
The wind speed dependence is not negligible even at high
wind speeds. Given that the sensitivity of L-band brightness
temperature to salinity ranges from about 0.2 to 0.8 K/psu,
even the 0.2-K decrease in scattered signal between 8 and
13 m/s observed at the hot point is significant, corresponding
to a 1-psu difference in the SSS at worst.
Errors in this celestial glint model are certainly expected due
to 1) errors in the sky map (including polarization); 2) inaccuracies in the statistical description of the rough sea surface; and
3) validity of the asymptotic scattering models. Polarized
L-band sky data presented in [49] suggest that the maximum
polarized power of the incoming celestial noise should not
exceed about 0.5 K. Based on this information and the similarity of the results obtained with the KA and the SSA-1
electromagnetic models, we anticipate that the dominant source
of error is the inaccuracies in the statistical description of the
rough sea surface and that this error may alter both the isotropic
and harmonic components of the scattered noise.
The rough surface impact on scattered celestial noise is
mostly attributable to the angular spreading of the quasispecular lobe, and this spreading is primarily associated with
the growth of the ocean surface wave MSS with increasing
wind speed. Effective MSSs retrieved from global positioning
system L-band bistatic data (e.g., [50]) tend to support the
robustness of sea surface spectral models for which the MSS
parameter is constrained to agree with the Cox and Munk [35]
results. Nevertheless, dedicated validation exercises using real
radiometric data are required.
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Finally, in this paper, we have considered general properties
of the scattered celestial noise apart from any specific mission
concept. Considering the geometry of the problem and the
strong dependence of the rough surface impact on specular
sky location, the extent and pattern of the ultimate impact
on the measurements obtained with a particular instrument
will strongly depend on the satellite orbital characteristics and
viewing geometry. Moreover, given the seasonal dependence
of the celestial noise contamination for any sun-synchronous
mission (as noted in [3]), it is expected that there will be a
significant annual cycle in the rough surface effects at a given
location on Earth. In Part II [52], we consider the specific case
of SMOS and examine the extent and seasonality of the rough
surface influence on the contamination.

A PPENDIX A
C OMPUTATION OF O RIENTATION A NGLE ψuh
Orientation angle ψuh must be defined to allow construction
of an inverse map T −1 that uniquely maps a specular direction
(αs , δs ) into a target unit normal (αn , δn ). To facilitate a
definition of ψuh , we first establish basis vectors normal to
the line of sight in the specular direction in both the target
and celestial frames. These basis vectors are analogous to horizontal and vertical polarization basis vectors used to describe
electromagnetic plane waves. In the target frame, which is the
topocentric frame whose origin is the surface target, we define
the “horizontal” basis vector ĥu = ẑe × r̂/ ẑe × r̂ , where ẑe
is the unit normal to the surface at the target and r̂ is directed
outward toward the specular direction from the target. Next, we
define a “vertical” basis vector by v̂u = r̂ × ĥu . If we let φus
and θsu be the specular azimuth and altitude, respectively, of r̂
in the target frame, then we have
ĥu = −sin φus x̂u +cos φus ŷu
v̂u = −cos φus sin θsu x̂u −sin φus sin θsu ŷu +cos θsu ẑu

(A1)

where x̂u , ŷu , and ẑu are Cartesian basis vectors for the target
frame. Analogous basis vectors may be defined in the celestial
frame as
ĥc = −sin αs x̂c + cos αs ŷc
v̂c = −cos αs sin δs x̂c − sin αs sin δs ŷc + cos δs ẑc

(A2)

where αs and δs are the specular right ascension and declination, respectively, of r̂ in the celestial coordinate system.
If we denote the components of a vector normal to the line
of sight in the (ĥu , v̂u ) basis by (V hu , V vu )T , then its components in the celestial basis (ĥc , v̂c ) denoted by (V hc , V vc ) are


V hc
V vc




=

ĥc · ĥu
v̂c · ĥu

ĥc · v̂u ,
v̂c · v̂u



V hu
V vu


.

(A3)

The preceding matrix is a rotation matrix that rotates the vector
components (V hu , V vu )T by an angle ψuh , which is analogous
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to the Claassen angle in radiometry [22]. It is the angle by which
one must rotate the vector components defined in the target
frame basis (ĥu , v̂u ) counterclockwise about the line of sight
in the specular direction to obtain the vector components in the
celestial basis (ĥc , v̂c ). An explicit expression for this angle is


c
u
·
v̂
−
ĥ
(A4)
ψuh = tan−1
ĥc · ĥu
where tan−1 () is the four-quadrant arctangent function. In
implementing the preceding inner products, the components
of the basis vectors ĥu and v̂u may be transformed into the
celestial coordinate system by applying the transformation
h̃u = Tac ĥu

(A5)

ṽu = Tac v̂u

(A6)

where h̃u and ṽu are the basis vectors ĥu and v̂u but with
components expressed in the celestial coordinate system. Tac
is the transformation matrix from the Earth target frame A to the
celestial true-of-date frame C [51]. The target frame depends on
the location of the target on the surface of the Earth, so that A =
A(ϑg , ϕg ), where ϑg and ϕg are the geodetic latitude and longitude of the target, respectively. Transformation Tac may be
expressed as a composite transformation from A to Earth fixed
frame E and from the Earth fixed frame to celestial frame C, i.e.,
Tac (ϑg , ϕg , t) = Tec (H)Tae (ϑg , ϕg )

(A7)

where Tec , i.e., the transformation from E to C, is obtained by
a rotation about the Earth axis by hour angle H, which in turn
is the sum of Greenwich sidereal angle G and nutation angle µ
[51], i.e.,
Tec = Rz (−H) = Rz (−G − µ).

(A8)

The composite transformation Tae from A to E is obtained by


π
π
Rx ϑ g −
.
(A9)
Tae (ϑg , ϕg ) = Rz −ϕg −
2
2

10-m/s wind speed and direction, respectively. Φsi is the azimuth angle of the difference between the scattered and incident
wave vectors. As amplitudes for harmonics greater than two
have at most one-tenth the magnitude of the second harmonic,
hereafter, we only consider the zeroth and second harmonics.
Retaining only the zeroth and second harmonics and factoring out wind direction ϕw from the preceding expression, we
obtain
σαα◦ (θ◦ , φ◦ , φs , θs , u10 , ϕw )
(0)
= σαα
(θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 )
◦


(2)
(θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 ) cos (2Φsi ) cos (2ϕw )
+ σαα
◦


(2)
(θ
,
φ
−
φ
,
θ
,
u
)
sin
(2Φ
)
sin (2ϕw ).
+ σαα
◦
s
◦
s
10
si
◦

In this form, Φsi apparently depends on the absolute radiometer
azimuth angle φs , but this dependence is particularly simple. By
recalling the definition of Φsi , i.e.,
Φsi (θ◦ , φ◦ , φs , θs ) = tan−1




sin θs sin φs + sin θ◦ sin φ◦
sin θs cos φs + sin θ◦ cos φ◦
(B2)

and by considering a change in φs and φ◦ by the same angle
−∆φs , it may be shown that the shifted Φsi corresponding to
the shifted φs and φ◦ is related to Φsi evaluated at the original
angles (θ◦ , φ◦ , φs , θs ) by
Φsi (θ◦ , φ◦ , φs , θs ) = Φsi (θ◦ , φ◦ − ∆φs , φs − ∆φs , θs )+∆φs .
(B3)
Choosing ∆φs = φs , we obtain the identity
Φsi (θ◦ , φ◦ , φs , θs ) = Φsi (θ◦ , φ◦ − φs , 0, θs ) + φs
= Φ0si (θ◦ , φ◦ − φs , θs ) + φs .

(B4)

The combined cross sections may then be rewritten as
σp (θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 , ϕs )

In (A8) and (A9), matrices Rx and Rz express coordinate
system rotations about the x- and z-axes, respectively, in a
counterclockwise direction when looking toward the origin.

= σp(0) (θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 )



+ σp(2) (θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 ) cos 2Φ0si (θ◦ , φ◦ − φs , θs )

A PPENDIX B
S CATTERED N OISE A ZIMUTHAL H ARMONICS

× cos (2ϕw )



+ σp(2) (θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 ) sin 2Φ0si (θ◦ , φ◦ − φs , θs )

Recall that the bistatic scattering cross sections have the form
[see (18)]
∞
(2m)
σαα
◦

σαα◦ (θ◦ , φ◦ , θs , φs , u10 , ϕw ) =
m=0

×(θ◦ , φs − φ◦ , θs , u10 ) cos 2m(Φsi − ϕw )

(B1)

where θ◦ and φ◦ are the incident wave incidence and azimuth
angles, respectively; θs and φs are the scattered wave incidence
and azimuth angles, respectively; and u10 and ϕw are the

× sin (2ϕw )
where ϕw = φw − φs is the downwind direction (toward which
the wind is blowing) relative to the scattering (radiometer)
azimuth. By introducing Φ0si and the wind direction relative
to the scattering azimuth ϕw , we have shifted all of the dependence on absolute radiometer azimuth and wind direction
into the cos(2ϕw ) and sin(2ϕw ) factors, so the coefficients of
these factors involve integrals whose integrands only depend
on relative azimuth φs − φ◦ . One may then apply the change
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of variables involving ψuh discussed in Appendix A and then
integrate the product of the scattering cross sections and the
celestial downwelling radiation brightness temperatures over
the upper hemisphere to obtain the final expression for the
scattered celestial noise given by (23).
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